What?

Mobile application to learn BPMN 2.1

Why and for whom?

Our goal is to help any person interested in learning BPMN 2.1 to have the ability to do it using a mobile application that can be downloaded from the Google Play Store.

This application will contain for each BPMN component one page to describe the component and one page for tests and QCMs.

Each description page will contain

- An image of the component
- A short description of the element
- An example of how to use it
- And if possible a short video (youtube or any other kind of video) that shows what the component looks like in a modeler (Bizagi, Camunda,…),

Each test and QCMs page will contain exercises and list of questions.

This application can be used by teachers, IT business analysts, students, … any person interested to learn BPMN.

Here is an example of application: SOLO Learn

Expected outcome

To be confirmed in cooperation with the student team.

Conditions

Any outcomes produced by the student team under and within the framework of the Project and any transferable intellectual property rights related thereto, incl. all the economic rights of the author and rights to protect intellectual property are to be discussed with the Student team.

Contacts

Romaric Tchokpon
Email: rtwchokpon@gmail.com
Skype id: ricotchfr